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problem after change fuel filter. Fuel line and Filter. Depending on where your original fuel line
has failed, this short section of fuel line may be used to repair the damage. Check with your
mechanic to verify that this repair section is the size and length you need. Includes
male-to-male barbed brass fitting for plain end. Prior to purchase, be sure to check with your
mechanic to confirm that this repair section has fittings that will fit your vehicle, and is the size
and length you need to make your repair. You enjoy taking care of your Ranger. Auto
enthusiasts know that a brand you can trust is built into each Ford, and know that only the best
replacement Ranger parts will suffice when repairs are needed. While it may not be difficult to
buy replacement parts for Ford vehicles, these days the necessity for nothing but the highest
quality are required to repair your car or truck. Ford vehicle drivers have become used to a
certain level of reliability when driving their Ranger around town. When your Ford Ranger left
the factory, it was destined for a person with discerning taste who values American engineering
in their automobile. If the blood of your Ford Ranger engine is the gas or diesel that powers it,
then the veins would be the fuel lines and hoses. These provide a pathway for fuel to travel as it
makes its way from the gas tank to the engine so it can be used for combustion. If given enough
time, rust and old age can take their toll on your Ford Ranger fuel lines and hoses. Inevitably
your fuel will begin to leak, and replacements should be installed right away. At Car Parts
Discount, we have live customer service members available with enough expertise to help you
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Keep cigarettes, sparks, open flame, and other sources of ignition away from vehicle. Gasoline,
methanol, and oxygenated fuels are toxic and flammable and must be handled appropriately.
Having trouble figuring out how to disconnect your Ford fuel lines? You may need one of these
disconnect tools:. If the tool is not on hand, go onto step 2. Align the slot on the push connector
disconnect tool with either tab on the retaining clip. Pull the line from the connector. Align the
jaws of the pliers with the openings of the fitting case and compress the part of the retaining
clip that engages the case. Compressing the retaining clip will release the fitting, which may be
pulled from the connector. Both sides of the clip must be compressed at the same time to
disengage. Replace the clip if any damage is apparent. Pull on the line to check engagement.
Use finger pressure only; do not use any tools. Twist the fitting and hose assembly slightly
while pulling, if the assembly sticks. Reinstall the clip in position on the fitting. Install the fitting
into the connector and push together. A click will be heard when the hairpin snaps into the
proper connection. Pull on the line to insure full engagement. If the clips look like the orange
one in the photo above, you need to push the clip inward and pull back on the line to release
tempo rogue
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it. The spring lock coupling is held together by a garter spring inside a circular cage. When the
coupling is connected together, the flared end of the female fitting slips behind the garter spring
inside the cage of the male fitting. The garter spring and cage then prevent the flared end of the
female fitting from pulling out of the cage. As an additional locking feature, most vehicles have
a horseshoe-shaped retaining clip that improves the retaining reliability of the spring lock
coupling. Remove the safety clip from the fuel lines, the clip is attached to a small wire that
keeps it from getting lost. This type of removal tool has a hinged center section that allows you
to fit it around the fuel line. Slide the tool back to unseat the garter spring on the fitting, and pull
back on the fuel line to separate them. The O-rings should be replaced if necessary with the
specific ones used for the fuel system, a non-specific O-ring could leak. Disconnecting Ford
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